...about a new flowmeter that was made for laboratories on a budget

Flo-Tronic by Matheson costs little more than a rotometer. But a new thermal technique results in accuracy of 3% of full scale with changes in pressure and temper-ature having minimal effect on readings. Features: Fast response—2 sec. (0 to full scale)... Reproducibility—2% of full scale... Four flow ranges—0-300 to 0-10,000 std. cc./min.

...to explain why it pays to leave the mixing to us

It pays because Matheson has the high load, high sensitivity analytical balances necessary to make gas mixtures gravimetrically (the gas is actually weighed). We call our gravimetric mixtures Primary Standards. They have accuracies equal to or exceeding 1% of the component value. At concentrations above 2%, accuracies are ±0.02% absolute. Costs a little more but these accuracies pay off for you in minimized errors and reduced overall costs. A final reason—our experience in making gas mixtures is unequalled in the industry.

...why the two stages in our Model 8 Regulator result in maximum control and longer life

Two-stage design—high inlet pressure is reduced automatically to a pre-set intermediate pressure in the first stage which feeds gas at a relatively stable pressure to the second stage. Two stages result in a degree of control that permits an unvarying delivery pressure until the cylinder is almost empty. Because the second stage is protected from high-pressure surges, long, trouble-free service is assured.

Ask Matheson now—Matheson offers the most complete gas service
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Please send me "in depth" answers
☐ Flo-Tronic Flowmeter (Engineering Report)
☐ Model 8 Regulator (Catalog 26—over 100 pages devoted to gases, mixtures, and other gas handling equipment in addition to regulators)
☐ Matheson Primary Standards (Brochure)

Einar Lundsgaard

Word has come from Copenhagen of the death, during the last days of 1968, of Einar Lundsgaard. In these times of rush and short recall, I am particularly keen to refresh the memory of the scientific community about his truly great discovery which is now slipping into the background. Personally and scientifically, I encountered Lundsgaard during my period of maturation and I owe him much. I was in Meyerhof’s laboratory in Heidelberg when he came in 1930: tall, blond, and very Danish, with his handsome wife, Helle. There we first met and became friends, and later when I moved to Copenhagen in 1932 and stayed until 1939, we saw each other a great deal. In the fall of 1967, his friends and colleagues went to Copenhagen to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the discovery of what
he called the α-lactacid contraction of iodoacetate-poisoned muscle. When this startling news reached us in Meyerhof’s laboratory, it was very upsetting to our group which looked upon glycolytic lactic acid as the link between metabolic energy generation and muscle contraction.

The interest in iodinated organic compounds which might have metabolic actions similar to thyroxin induced Lundsgaard to study iodinated acetic acid. Its injection into animals, however, yielded a rather unexpected effect: for a few minutes the animal behaved quite normally, but suddenly it turned over and its muscles became rigid. Such rigor was dependent on prior muscle activity since denervated or curarized muscles did not respond. But when rigor developed, the expected burst of lactic acid was missing. Lundsgaard elegantly solved the puzzle. He showed that: (i) iodoacetate inhibited glycolysis; and (ii) that poisoned muscle performed a limited number of normal contractions at the expense of dephosphorylation of creatine phosphate, then newly found in muscle and in need of a function. The rigor mortis-like condition developed when the limited supply of creatine phosphate was exhausted.

Lundsgaard had discovered that the muscle machine can be driven by phosphate bond energy, and he shrewdly realized that this type of energy was “nearer,” as he expressed it, to the conversion of metabolic energy into mechanical energy than lactate acid. He was right, because it soon developed that the glycolytic reaction is a feeder of phosphate bond energy and not of acid. On the way, Lundsgaard also provided an enormously useful tool for studying enzyme mechanisms. iodoacetate has become one of the standard reagents for SH-blocking in enzymes. Thus, iodoacetate inhibits glycolysis because it blocks the functional SH in phosphoglyceraldehyde dehydrogenase.

In the middle 30’s, Lundsgaard became professor of physiology at Copenhagen University and trained many biochemists and physicians. Herman Kalekar was one of his graduate students. And, even though I did not formally work with Lundsgaard, I consider myself his pupil. My subsequent work was profoundly influenced by his discoveries which changed our concepts of metabolic energy transformation.

Fritz Lipmann

Rockefeller University, New York 10021
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Your Corning dealer can give you full details on the electrode guarantee. And he can show you how our new fast-response glass membranes can mean faster, more accurate pH readings in your lab. Give him a call today. Corning Glass Works, Medfield, Mass. 02052.
Hewlett-Packard's new multiparameter analyzer systems use HP computers to simplify control and give extra flexibility to your analysis.

A specially written software package lets you configure—and later reconfigure—the system to suit each experiment. In 10 minutes, via the teletype, you can optimize core storage for count capacity vs. number of channels. For one experiment, you may want maximum counts/channel for statistical validity. For another, you'll want maximum number of channels for utmost resolution. Want both? You can add core storage easily, up to 8K in the mainframe. With HP's special subroutines there's no need to write any program to get on the air. But, if you like, you can add your own subroutines in FORTRAN, ALGOL, or assembly language.

Added to this operating convenience is the complete modular flexibility of both computer and analyzer. You buy only as much of a system as you need to start with. Later, you can add larger core memory, more analog-to-digital converters, scalers or peripheral devices such as magnetic tape and disc storage.

The minimum system, the HP 5405A Single Parameter Analyzer System, contains a single display, one ADC, the HP 2115A Computer with 4K memory and a teletypewriter. It operates in pulse-height analysis and sampled voltage modes.

The HP 5406A Multiparameter Analyzer System can have two ADCs, optionally expandable up to 16 with a multiplex control. With two ADCs, it operates in the coincidence mode with resolution in the microsecond range. External coincidence equipment can be added to give nanosecond resolution. Software sub-routines generate three display modes: isometric shown here, contour and X-Y slice.

No other nuclear analyzer offers such flexibility and ease of operation. No other system combines the advantage of both an HP instrumentation computer and an HP multichannel analyzer—with software written for the nuclear physicist. Price of the 5406A Multiparameter Analyzer System with two ADCs, under $37,000.

Call your local HP field engineer for a complete description of both systems and accessories. Or write Jim Sheldon, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.
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Difficult Specimens are no Problem

Not if you have an LKB Ultrotome III. This universal instrument combining precision and utmost convenience with unmatched versatility enables the toughest sectioning problems to be quickly, confidently and reliably tackled.

The Ultrotome III has the broadest range of cutting speeds of any marketed ultramicrotome, from 60 mm per sec. to 0.1 mm per sec. Real knife angle can be measured to an accuracy of 1°. Three feeds allow reproducible production of ultrathin, thin and thick sections of uniform thickness.

All sizes of glass knives, from 4 to 10 mm thick, and with 30°60° scoring angles, and diamond knives from all the leading makers can be used. The orientation head and knife holder have universal movement, to make transversal, longitudinal and radial sectioning of the same specimen block a routine operation. Sections can be quickly and efficiently collected with the unique LKB section collector.

It is DIFFICULT to tell you all about it here, we can only provide a SPECIMEN, write for the LKB fully illustrated brochure for the ANSWER.